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We consider the computational complexity of recognizing connected cartesian product graphs. 
Sabidussi gives a non-algorithmic proof that the cartesian factorization isunique. He uses a tower 
of successively coarser equivalence relations on the edge set in which each prime factor of the 
graph is identified with an equivalence class in the coarsest of the relations. We first explore the 
structure and size of the relation at the base of the tower. Then we give a polynomial-time 
algorithm to compute the relations and to construct the prime factors of any connected graph. 
The bounds on the size of the relations are crucial to the runtime analysis of our algorithm. 
Introduction 
In this paper, we consider cartesian multiplication of connected, undirected 
graphs without loop-edges from a complexity theoretic point of view. Recently, two 
of the authors have shown that if one defines product graphs by the non- 
commutative operation of composition, then the complexity of recognizing product 
graphs is the same to within polynomial factors as that of testing two graphs for 
isomorphism [2]. By contrast, we show in what follows that the recognition and 
factorization of cartesian-product graphs can be done in polynomial time. 
For graphs G~ and G2, we define the cartesian product G = G l × G2 as follows: 
The node set V(G) is V(G1)× V(G 2) and the edge (x, y)--(o, w) is in E(G)  if and 
only if y = w and x - -v  is in E(G1) or x= o and y- -w is in E(G2). More concretely, 
for each node in G2, insert a copy of G 1 and draw in the trivial isomorphism for 
each pair of copies corresponding to adjacent nodes; copies corresponding to adja- 
cent nodes of G 2 are  called adjacent copies. Cartesian multiplication is com- 
mutative: G 1 × Gz = G2 × G 1 by the canonical isomorphism (x, y) ~ ( y, x), x E G l , 
y • G 2. Fig. 1 shows the cartesian product of a triangle and a three-node chain. 
For connected graphs G, it follows directly that, if G = G 1 × G2, then G 1 and G 2 
are also connected. The graphs G~ and G 2 are called factors of G; a factor of G 
that is not G itself and is not the trivial one-node graph is called a proper factor. 
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Fig. 1. Cartesian product  of a tr iangle and a three-node chain. 
I f  G has no proper factors, then we say that G is prime, otherwise that it is carte- 
sian-factorable. Sabidussi has shown that,  up to isomorphism, every finite graph G 
can be written uniquely as a cartesian product  G=Xl~_i<_m Gi, of pr ime graphs G i 
[5]. In a cartesian-factorable graph G for which we have fixed an order G 1 × ..- × G m 
of  the factors, each pair  (o I . . . . .  Om),(wz . . . . .  w m) of  adjacent nodes differs on 
exactly one coordinate.  If Oiz#Wi, then we say that (v~ . . . . .  Om)--(w I . . . . .  win) 
belongs to the ith fac tor  of G. In Figs. 2a and 2b, the edges belonging to the first 
factor of  the graph of  Fig. 1 are drawn solid and those belonging to the second fac- 
tor are drawn dotted, Fig. 2a depicts the tr iangle as  G 1 and Fig. 2b the three-node 
chain. 
Sabidussi defines an equivalence relation - on E(G)  and proves that two edges 
in E(G)  are equivalent if and only if they belong to the same prime factor of  G. We 
say e -0  e'  if and only if: e and e' are opposite sides of  a four-cycle, or e and e' 
share an endpoint  and there is no chordless four-cycle in G that contains both of  
them. Let - i  be the finest equivalence relation containing the relation -o-  We pro-  
ceed to define a tower of  successively coarser equivalence relations - i ,  i_> 1. The 
relat ion - is def ined as the coarsest relation in the tower. 
For  any r> 1, put -r,0 = - r -1"  If we have already defined --r,s-1, we define -r,s 
as fol lows. F ind all o f  the simple cycles with the fol lowing propert ies: there is a path 
P~ = el . . . . .  ej in the cycle, with el . . . . .  ej in the same class K of  -~_ l, no other edge 
in the cycle is equivalent under -~,s_ 1 to el,  and there are exactly s + 1 nodes of  the 
cycle such that the two edges incident to each of  those nodes are not equivalent 
under - r  1; note that the condit ions involve equivalence relations that are not 
necessari ly the same. Let this set of  cycles be ~£r,s" Fig. 3 i l lustrates a typical ele- 
ment of  ~£r, s" We say that C ~ ~r, ~ isolates class K if the edges el . . . . .  ej are in K. The 
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Fig. 2. The graph of Fig. 1 factored. Fig. 2a depicts the triangle as the left factor and Fig. 2b the three- 
node chain. 
important property of the isolated class K is that C contains exactly one maximal 
path with all edges in K; any other equivalence class may be represented by multiple 
paths provided that there are precisely s+ 1 maximal paths with all edges in the same 
class. The relation --r,s is obtained by making equivalent in ~r,s all of the 
equivalence classes of -~,s-~ that are represented by edges in the same cycle in ~r,s, 
and then taking the reflexive, transitive closure to make -~,s an equivalence rela- 
tion. We define - r  as the coarsest equivalence relation ~,s ,  s_>0. Observe that the 
number s is significant in the computation of -r,s as it characterizes the cycles used 
to combine classes; the value r, on the other hand, is just a placeholder used to num- 
ber the equivalence relations in a tower. Because G is assumed to be finite, the 
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towers --r,s, for fixed r and s_>0, and - r ,  for r>_0, are finite, and their coarsest 
relations can be computed in a finite amount  of time. Often - = -1;  Figs. 4a and 
4b show graphs for which - ~e -1,  but - = ~2. 
The s t ruc ture  o f  the  f i r s t  equ iva lence  re la t ion  
The relation - has an obvious interpretation: it divides E(G) into factors. The 
relation -1 has no obvious meaning, but the classes into which it divides E(G) 
nonetheless have a great deal of structure. We explore some of the structure in the 
course of bounding the number of -1 classes in an arbitrary graph G. 
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Let the number of - classes in a graph G be c(G); similarly, let the number of 
-1 classes in G be cl(G). The relation - is a coarsening of -1, and thus 
c(G)<_Q(G) for all G. 
Before bounding cl(G), we note some properties of -1. Sims and Holton have 
shown that every node in a connected cartesian-product graph must be incident o 
at least one edge belonging to each of its factors [6]. The same fact is true of 
equivalence classes under -1: 
Lemma 1. Each node in a connected graph G & incident o at least one edge o f  each 
class in ~.  
Proof. Let o be any node, and let o- -w be an edge in some class K. Consider a 
neighbor u of o; we show that u has an incident K-edge. If u--v is not itself in class 
K, then u--v and v- -w must lie on a chordless four-cycle, since they share an end- 
point but are in different classes. Let t be the fourth node of the four-cycle. Then 
t - -u is an edge in K incident o u. A similar argument applies to every neighbor of 
o; connectedness of G implies that all nodes in G touch an edge in K. For any class 
L, we can find one node x that is incident o an edge of L. We can then use a similar 
argument with x in the role of o to show that every vertex is incident o an edge of 
L. The class L is arbitrary, so the claim follows for all classes in -1- [] 
We now introduce some terminology and notation to assist in the discussion of 
the different equivalence classes. Edges belonging to an equivalence class K are 
termed K-edges and those not in K are called K-edges. I fx - - - -y  is a non-empty path 
all of whose edges are in K, then we call it a K-path. Similarly, we call a non-empty 
path from x to y with no edges in K a K-path. The edges of a given -1 class K par- 
tition the nodes and K-edges of G into a set of K-components. Two nodes are in 
the same K-component if they can be connected by a K-path; the K-edges linking 
the nodes also belong to the K-component. It follows from Lemma 1 that for every 
class K of - l  or of any coarser elation, every node and every K-edge are in exactly 
one K-component. By the K-degree of a node, we mean the number of K-edges in- 
cident to it, and by the K-neighbors of a node we mean those nodes to which it is 
connected by a K-edge. We also say that two nodes are K-adjacent if there is a K- 
edge between them. 
The different K-components of a graph G are related by what we call local 
isomorphism by faint analogy to the topological meaning of the term. If -1 = - ,  
then the different components are just instances of a single prime factor of G and 
are isomorphic by the definition of the cartesian product. If -1 :~ - ,  their relation 
is more interesting. We begin to explore it with the following remark: 
Remark. I f  the edge u--o is in class L, then for  any other class K:g L, u and o have 
the same K-degree, and ~i induces a bijection between the K-edges incident to u 
and the K-edges incident to o. 
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Fig. 5. All edges in overlapping four-cycles are equivalent in -1- 
Proof.  Every K-edge v- -x  incident o o is not equivalent to o- -u  and hence must 
lie on a chordless four-cycle with it. Each of those four-cycles has a K-edge opposite 
u- -x  incident o u. No two four-cycles including v- -u  but different K-edges incident 
to v can share a K-edge incident o u: If t - -v  and s - -o  are K-edges whose four-cycles 
both use a K-edge u- -w,  then the four-cycles s - -v - - t - -w  and t - -o - -u - -w  force the 
equivalence s - -v -~ t - -w-~ v - -u ,  contradicting the fact that v- -uEL ,  L - - / :K  (see 
Fig. 5). This shows that the mapping from the K-edges incident o v to those incident 
to u is one-to-one. By interchanging the roles of u and u we see that the mapping 
must also be onto. The existence of this bijection implies that u and v must have 
the same K-degree. [] 
The four-cycles used in the preceding proof also show that if an edge u--v ~ L, 
then each of the K-neighbors of u will be adjacent to exactly one of the K-neighbors 
of v via an edge in L. Because the lemma also applies to the L-edges between these 
neighbors, the set of all L-edges between two K-components (if it is non-empty) ex- 
hibits a relation between the nodes of the K-components hat preserves K-adjacency 
and K-degree. It is this edge-mediated relation that we call local isomorphism. 
We can imagine G embedded in a space with q(G)  dimensions where the edges 
of each - l  class lie along a different dimension. Then the opposite edges in any 
chordless four-cycle where adjacent edges are not equivalent will be parallel. Sup- 
pose that b/l--/t 2 and Ol--O 2 are such parallel edges in class K and that the parallel 
edges that complete the four-cycle, b/l--O 1 and /g2--v2, are in a different class L. 
Now imagine extending the K-edges to K-paths ldl--b/2 . . . . .  b/t and v~- -v2  . . . . .  vt 
where ui_  l - - lg i  u. K and v i ~- -v  i ~ K are opposite dges of a four-cycle for 2_< i_< t. 
The entire paths must be parallel, and furthermore, the construction of the local 
isomorphism illustrates that u i and 0 i must be connected by an L-edge for 1 <_i<_t, 
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and 11 i l - - ld i - -o i - -Oi_ l  is a chordless four-cycle for 2<_i<t. Because of these 
observations we call pairs of oppostie edges such as u l - -u  2 and vl--o2 parallel 
edges, and we call pairs of paths such as u l - -u  2 . . . . .  u t and Ol--O2 . . . . .  vt 
parallel paths. We also use the term parallel paths to refer to two paths with edges 
in more than one class where corresponding edges are parallel, but we require that 
all of the edges connecting the corresponding nodes in the paths belong to the same 
class. See Fig. 6. 
We can better understand the local isomorphism by picturing two observers 
wandering through the neighboring K-components in tandem, moving along parallel 
K-paths simultaneously so that there is always an L-edge between them when they 
reach a vertex. The nodes they visit simultaneously must always have the same K- 
degrees. However, if the observers mark nodes as they visit them, they may note 
differences: they may visit nodes different numbers of times, or one may visit nodes 
the other has previously visited. This phenomenon can be seen in the M6bius strips 
of Figs. 4a and 4b. The local isomorphism is transitive; that is to say, each K- 
component is locally isomorphic to every other component that can be reached from 
it via a K-path. Because G is connected, all K-components are related in this way. 
More precisely, each pair of nodes u and v that can be connected by a K-path stand 
in the following relationship: every K-neighbor u'  of u can be connected to a unique 
K-neighbor v' of o by a K-path parallel to the one connecting u and v. 
The M6bius strips are examples of graphs with - g: -~ where the mediating K- 
paths have edges from only one equivalence class. In the process of bounding the 
size of -~ in the next section, we consider another type of graph with - :~ -1- 
Bounds on the number of equivalence classes 
We can bound c(G), the number of - classes in G, since each class corresponds 
to one of the prime factors of G in its cartesian-product decomposition. If that 
decomposition is G=Xi  Gi, then the size of G is n= [ V(G)I = [L lV(Gi ) [ .  Each G i 
has at least two nodes, and hence n>_2 a~). Taking logarithms shows that 
U. 
c(G) <_ log 2 n. 
U 2 
L 
U3 • • • 
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V 3 
Fig. 6. Parallel paths. 
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I f  no K-component of G is connected to itself by a K-path, then -1 = - ,  the 
local isomorphism of K-components is a genuine isomorphism, and q(G)= 
c(G)<_log2n. The following theorem deals with the case in which -1 ~: - :  
Theorem 1. The number o f  
precisely, 
c,(G)<_++ Zl/~U4¼. 
-1 classes in a graph G is O(tV(G)]1/2); more 
Proof.  The proof is a simple counting argument. Suppose that an arbitrary graph 
G has F=Cl(G)  classes under -1. Let o be any node in V(G). By Lemma 1, at least 
one edge from each of the F classes is incident to o. The same is true of each of 
o's neighbors. Therefore for every distinct pair of classes L and K, there is a vertex 
of G connected to o by a path composed of one L-edge and one K-edge. There are 
(r)  unordered pairs of distinct classes. For each such pair {K, L}, pick a represent- 
ative vertex OKL from those reachable from o by a path of length two containing 
both classes. This choice of notation implies that oKL = OLK; in fact, if there is a 
path o--t--vioL which uses a K-edge followed by an L-edge, then there is another 
path from o to VKL on which the class order is reversed. Because classes K and L 
are distinct, there must be a chordless four-cycle O--t--OKL--Ig--O with o--u ~ L 
and U--OKL 6 K. But now the path V--U--VKL has the desired property. 
The (~) representative rtices are all distinct. That is, if {K,L} ~{K ' ,L '} ,  then 
VKL--/: On'L, The proof of this statement breaks into two cases. If  only three distinct 
classes appear in the two pairs (without loss of generality assume K= K')  and there 
is a node x 6 G such that edges o--x ~ K, X--OKL ~ L, and X--V~,L, ~ L' all appear in 
G, then L ~: L' implies that x--o~L g:X--VK,L, and hence OKL 4: OK'L'. Otherwise, no 
pair of paths from o to OKL and oK, L, share an edge, regardless of whether all four 
classes are distinct. In this case, G contains distinct nodes t, u, and s such that paths 
o--t--OKL, O--U--OKL , and O--S--OK,L, all appear in G with edge classes KL, LK, 
and K'L',  respectively. But if OKt = OK'C', then these three paths form overlapping 
four-cycles, as in Fig. 5, and the four classes are identical, K=K'=L=L ' ,  con- 
tradicting our assumption. 
We have shown that G contains at least (2 r )  distinct vertices, that is, n_>(r)= 
F(F -1 ) /2 ,  and hence 
c1(G)-=F<-½ + 21/~¼. [] 
The observation that OKL = OLK in the preceding proof generalizes as follows: if 
j classes appear along a path between two vertices u and v, there is a path from u 
to o on which the j classes appear in any desired order. The reordering simply swaps 
the classes of neighboring edges by using the other half of the four-cycle in which 
the edges lie. Let us call this operation a four-cycle swap. The four-cycle swaps used 
to reorder the path may create two-node subpaths of the form x- -y - -x .  In such 
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cases the edge x- -y  is redundant and may be dropped from the path; this can 
eliminate a class altogether. 
We know of no graph with g2(~/n) classes under the -1 relation. However, we 
can construct one with f2(n ~/3) equivalence classes. The construction is based on 
modifying the hypercube, the simplest product graph. It grows out of the observa- 
tion that connecting opposite corners of a four-dimensional hypercube changes the 
graph from factorable to prime but increases the number of -1 classes from four 
to five. Let H be this augmented 4-cube. 
The special structure of the hypercube gives us a compact means of representing 
paths and classes of edges. If the address of a node in the d-cube is written as a d-bit 
positive binary integer, then the edges of a particular class connect nodes with ad- 
dresses differing at a specific bit position. If we identify nodes with their addresses, 
then node v is connected to node 0(~2 i, where @ is the bitwise exclusive-or 
operator, via an edge in the class that complements he ith bit of the address. A path 
from node v whose edges complement bit positions K 1 . . . . .  Kj in succession ter- 
minates at node v@2/(J@..-(~2 Kj. Notice that the commutativity of @ is consis- 
tent with our earlier observation that the classes on a path between two nodes may 
be permuted arbitrarily by four-cycle swaps. 
It is convenient to view an edge traversal as an exclusive-or of the source ad- 
dress with an integer representing the class of the edge and to label the edge with 
this integer. If el . . . . .  ej is a cycle and a~ ..... otj are the labels of e I .. . . .  ej, then the 
exclusive-or a iQ . . .@a 9 is zero. The edges connecting opposite corners of the 
augmented 4-cube H connect nodes whose addresses differ in all positions, and so 
all these edges have label (1111)2= 15. Each edge of H has label 1,2,4,8, or 15. We 
now show that each set of edges having a common label constitutes a genuine -~ 
class. For any distinct a and fl in { 1, 2, 4, 8, 15} and any vertex v, there is a four-cycle 
v- -v@a- -v@a@f l - -v@f l - -v  in the graph. For any ae  {1,2,4,8, 15} these four- 
cycles force all of the edges labelled c~ to be equivalent under - l .  No other edges are 
equivalent to those labelled c~ for the following reason: the diagonal edges comple- 
ment all four bits, and each non-diagonal complements one bit; thus there can be 
no cycle with four or fewer edges and three or more distinct classes. 
We generalize this example to construct a graph G d with n = 2 d nodes labelled by 
d-bit positive integers and g~(r/1/3) classes under - l .  Let C be a set of integers with 
the property that no subset of three or four distinct elements has a zero exclusive-or. 
For every a e C, every pair of nodes v 1, v2 such that v~ @ v2 = a is connected by an 
edge labelled c~, and the set of edges labelled a is a -1 class. As in the graph H, if 
two edges of G d share an endpoint, they lie on a four-cycle, and the restriction on 
sets of three elements of C prevents these four-cycles from having chords. The 
restriction on subsets of four elements precludes the existence of four-cycles that 
would force two edges with different labels to be equivalent in - i -  Thus the pro- 
blem of constructing such a graph with many -~ classes is reduced to the problem 
of finding a large set C of d-bit positive integers uch that no subset of size three 
or four has a zero exclusive-or. (Zero is not allowed in C, since G may not have self- 
loops.) 
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It is easy to ensure that the exclusive-or of any three elements of C is non- 
zero by choosing all elements of  C to be odd. If a, fl, y, ~ ~ C are all distinct and 
aQ/3(~yQ6=0,  then we have ~(~f l=yQO.  Conversely, if aOf l=y(~O for any 
a, fl, y, 0 ~ C, the condition on sets of  four is violated unless { a, fl } = {)J, ~ }. (Observe 
that a = y, f l :gg is not possible, since if a = y, then aQ(~Qf l )= aQ(yQO)  implies 
f l=8. )  Thus we need to find C such that for all distinct a, fl, y, OeC, aQf l¢y(~6.  
We iteratively construct a sequence 0 = C0C C1C.. .  C C m = C, where Ci+ 1 con- 
tains one more element han Ci and m = ]C ] is (2(2 a/3). We define a corresponding 
sequence of sets 0 = T0C 7"1C .--C T m, where 
T~ = { a ~ fl 0 y ] a, B, Y ~ Ci, not necessarily distinct }. 
Denote by U the set of  all possible labels, that is, the set of  odd d-bit integers. Then 
any element of  U \  Ti may be added to C i without violating either condition. As 
long as ~:gU,  we can add an element to Ci, and i<m. Since the size of  T~ is 
bounded by the number of  triples from Ci, that is, ]T/] _< ICi] 3 =i3, we can certainly 
add elements to Ci provided i3 < I UI = 2d- 1. This implies that m3 > I Tml = I U I = 
n/2, and hence q(Ga) = m = f~(n v3). 
Factoring algorithm 
We are now ready to present an algorithm for cartesian factoring. Our algorithm 
first computes the relation -1,  next builds the towers of  equivalence relations to 
compute - ,  and finally uses - to compute the factors of  G. We construct he algo- 
rithm from three major building blocks, FirstPass(G), ComputeNextRelation(-r), 
and ProduceFactor(G,K), where K is an equivalence class of  edges in one of the 
relations - r .  The routine FirstPass() uses the primitive MergeClass(e~,e2) to 
merge the equivalence classes of  the two edges e 1 and %. 
FirstPass(G) [Compute the relation -1-] 
Begin 
Uniquely label V(G) with the integers 1 . . . . .  n; 
Clear an n x n array of  bits DontMerge[ ]; 
For v := 1 to n do 
Begin 
[Use bucket sort to group the paths of  length 1 or 2 
f rom o by their destinations.] 
Empty an n-vector of  buckets B[ ]; 
For each t such that v- - t~E(G)  do 
Begin 
Add 0 to B[t]; 
For each u4:~) such that t - -u~E(G)  do 
Add t to B[u]; 
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End 
For w:= 1 to n do [Inspect each bucket] 
Begin 
Let S={xlxeB[w]};  [intermediate nodes on the paths to w] 
If  (0 e S and IS ] _> 2) or I sI -> 3 then 
[All edges in triangles or overlapping 4-cycles are equivalent.] 
Begin 
Arbitrarily choose y e S, y ~e 0; 
For each xeS,  x:/:O do 
MergeClass(v--y, v--x); MergeClass(v--y, v--w); 
I f  0e  S then MergeClass(v--y, v--w);  
End 
Else if I SI = 2 then [A single 4-cycle; is it chordless?] 
Begin 
Let x and y be the two elements of  S with x<y; 
MergeClass(v--x, y--w); 
MergeClass( v--y, x - -  w); 
I f  xeB[y]  then [Is there a chord x--y?] 
MergeClass(v--x, v--y); 
Else 
DontMerge[x, y] : = 1; 
End 
End 
[Merge classes of  touching edges if they're not on a chordless four-cycle.] 
For each pair x<y of  neighbors of  v do 
I f  DontMerge[x, y] = 1 then DontMerge[x, y] : = 0; 
Else MergeClass( v--x, o--y); 
End 
Return a list of  the clases of  -1;  
End 
The relation -1 could be found in time O(n4), where n = [ V(G)[, by enumerating 
the four-cycles of  G. The routine FirstPass( ) saves roughly a factor of  n over that 
simple approach by simultaneously processing all four-cycles that share two 
diagonally opposite nodes. For each node v, we find those nodes at a distance of 
1 or 2 from v. These are the only nodes that can occur with v in a chordless four- 
cycle. If w is a neighbor of  v, all four-cycles with w opposite v have v--w as a chord. 
I f  w is at distance 2 from v we consider all of  the nodes that lie in between v and w 
on a path of  length 2. I f  there are more than two such intermediate nodes then v 
and w lie in overlapping four-cycles, and all edges in those four-cycles are equivalent 
as illustrated in Fig. 5. The nodes u and v lie on a four-cycle if there are exactly two 
intermediate nodes, but that cycle may not be chordless. We check for this property 
and merge classes accordingly. I f  there is exactly one intermediate node, x, then v- -  
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x and x--w are adjacent edges that do not lie on a chordless four-cycle (in fact, they 
don't lie together on any four-cycle); we detect such edge pairs at the end of the 
main loop. The table DontMerge[ ] is used to record the fact that two edges incident 
to the same vertex lie on a chordless four-cycle and should not be merged into the 
same class. If the edges v--x and x--w, with v < w, with o < w, do not lie on a chord- 
less four-cycle, then when we process the node x, which they share, DontMerge[o, w] 
is 0 and we merge the classes of v--x and x--w. Indexing the edges by their destina- 
tion nodes means that the table can be re-used for each vertex of G and takes only 
O(n 2) space. 
In our top-level algorithm, we call ComputeNextRelation( ) when we have com- 
puted - r  and we want to compute -r+ 1. It follows from the definition of - that 
once we reach an r for which --r = --r+l, we have found that -=- r -  For each 
equivalence class K, the procedure ComputeNextRelation() builds an auxiliary 
multigraph GK that contains an edge between the endpoints of any path with all 
edges in the same equivalence class of -r .  A cycle in g)+ 1,s that isolates the equi- 
valence class K corresponds to a cycle in the auxiliary graph GK with a single edge 
x--y in class K and a path of length s from x to y such that no edge on the path 
is in class K, and consecutive edges in the path are in different equivalence classes 
in --r. We find cycles in the set ~(r+l,s by running a variant of Floyd's all-pairs 
shortest path algorithm on each of the auxiliary graphs [3]. 
ProduceFactor( ) returns a graph isomorphic to the factor of G corresponding to
edges in a given class K of - .  Recall that each factor of G is connected; hence the 
desired graph can be found by constructing a maximal set of nodes that differ only 
in the coordinate corresponding to K. By definition any edge between two distinct 
nodes in this set must be in K. Because very node in V(G) must be incident o at 
least one edge belonging to each of its factors, we can begin constructing the maxi- 
mal set of vertices from any node. 
ComputeNextRelation( -r) 
Begin 
S:=0;  ~r+l,0 := ~r; 
For each class K 
do a depth-first search using only edges of K and record 
all pairs of nodes that have a K-path between them; 
For each class K do 
Initialize an auxiliary multigraph GK := G; 
For each pair of distinct nodes x,y do 
For each class L do 
Add an edge x--y marked L to each GK if there is 
an L-path from x to y in G that is not an edge of G; 
LOOP: [Assume nodes are numbered 1.....  IV(G)[.] 
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For each auxiliary graph G K do 
For i := l  to ]V(G)t do 
For each pair of nodes ol and o2 in GK do 
Begin 
Find the length of the shortest K-path, if any, o1----v2 
with interior nodes in { 1 . . . . .  i}; 
I f  there is such a shortest path then 
STORE: 
Store the list of classes represented on any such path; 
End 
I f  there are no such paths in any of the auxiliary graphs 
Then return -r+ l,s; [Because ~r+ l,s = - - r+ 1] 
Let t be the minimum, over all classes K, of the length of the shortest/£-path 
x- - - -y  such that GK contains a K-edge x- -y  and a/£-path x- - - -y ;  
For all classes K that achieve the minimum t do 
Begin 
Let .~ be the set of classes represented in paths of length t in GK; 
Record that the classes in .# should be merged in -r+ l,t; 
For all classes L e .it do 
For all classes J~  ,Zt, J--/:L do 
DELETE: 
Delete all the edges of class J from GL; 
End 
MERGE: 
Do all of the recorded class merges for -r+ l,t, 
and take the reflexive, transitive closure; 
S :=/ ;  
Go to LOOP; 
End 
ProduceFactor(K, G) 
Begin 
Choose a starting node x; 
From x, do a depth-first search of G using only edges of K; 
Output all nodes, tree edges, and back edges encountered in the search; 
End 
As in Floyd's original algorithm, we use dynamic programming to build up the 
shortest paths starting at any particular vertex without having to examine an ex- 
ponential number of possibilities. Note that no shortest path in an auxiliary 
multigraph GK can have two consecutive dges from the same class L. This is 
because adjacent L-edges x- -y  and y- -z  correspond to L-paths x- - - -y  and y- - - - z  
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in G, and if two such paths exist, then G also contains an L-path x- - - -z ;  therefore, 
in GK any path containing x- -y  and y- -z  can be shortened by including instead the 
edge x--z.  When we unite a K-edge x- -y  with a/~-path of length t between x and 
y, we get a cycle in GK corresponding to an element of g/r+ l,t. We show in the next 
paragraph that, in all but the final iteration of the loop, the value of t increases by 
the smallest possible amount; in the final iteration, no new cycles can be found, and 
ComputeNextRelation( ) returns. In constructing the cycle we could choose any K- 
path of length t between x and y and all of the classes represented on that path 
would have to be merged with K in -r+ 1, t- Therefore it is essential to keep track 
of the set of classes each of which is represented on some shortest/~-path between 
each pair of nodes, but it is not necessary to record each particular/('-path between 
each pair of nodes. This is why we store only a list of classes in the line labelled 
STORE in ComputeNextRelation( ) and need only linear space to do the merging 
of class names in the line labelled MERGE. 
Suppose we have combined a class L of - r+ l , s - i  with a distinct class K of 
-r+X,s-i in -r+l,s. Then, for any t>s,  the class L cannot be represented in any 
cycle C of 7/r+ ~,t that isolates K. To see this, note first that there can be no L-edges 
in the isolated path PK because L ~K in - r .  No L-edges can appear elsewhere on 
C, because L =K in -r+ 1,s- This observation justifies the line labelled DELETE in 
ComputeNextRelation(), in which we remove from GK all edges of L and of any 
other class to be merged with K in -r+l,s. Removing L-edges cannot create any 
new cycles in G K. All cycles of length at most s+ 1 have been destroyed. (Recall 
that one edge in each of these cycles is a K-edge corresponding to the isolated path.) 
Any cycles that remain have length greater than s + 1, where length is measured by 
the number of - r  class changes. Thus, if there is a relation -r+ 1, t that is strictly 
coarser than -r+~,s, we can find the finest such relation by finding the smallest 
for which there is a cycle in (/~)+ l,t remaining in one of the now depleted graphs G~, 
and we are guaranteed that this t is larger than s. 
Observe that each of these subroutines runs in time polynomial in m = ]E(G) I . We 
now give an analysis of their running times. The statements outside the main loop 
of FirstPass( ) require O(n 2) time. Within the loop, finding four-cycles and merg- 
ing the classes of adjacent edges dominate the running time. Let p(v) be the number 
of paths of length one and two that start at node v; p(v) elements are added to the 
buckets B[ ] while node v is being considered. Scanning through the buckets merg- 
ing equivalent edges is nearly linear in p(v). No bucket element is looked at more 
than a constant number of times except in the statement that tests whether x c B[y]. 
Since the test occurs at most n times per iteration, implementing the test with linear 
search would contribute no more than O(n 3) to the total running time of 
FirstPass(). By using an n × n array of bits, we can limit the test cost to O(p(v)) 
per iteration. If the primitive MergeClass( ) is implemented with a standard union- 
find algorithm using weighting and path compression, the MergeClass( ) calls for 
one loop take time O(p(v)a(F~p(o),m)) [7]. The statement that runs over each 
pair of neighbors of v takes time O(d(o)2), where d(v) is the degree of v. For each 
u, there are 
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p(v) = d(v) + ~ (d(w) - 1) 
w: v--weE(G) 
elements placed in the buckets B[ ]. Putting it all together, we see that the total time 
used by FirstPass( ) is 
O(p(v)a(~ vp(v), m) + d(v)2). 
v e V(G) 
Rearrangement of the sum over v e V(G) of p(v) reveals that 
P(v) = ~ d(v) 2, 
ve V(G) ve V(G) 
which gives a total running time for FirstPass( ) of 
Z O(d(v)zu(2vP(V),m))=O(lE(G)l  Aa(mn, m)) 
ve V(G) 
where A is the maximum degree of any node in V(G). This is bounded in turn by 
O(mnu(mn, m) ) = O(n3 a(mn, m) ). 
A rudimentary implementation of Floyd's algorithm for the usual problem of 
finding the shortest paths between every pair of points when there are no multiple 
edges and all edges are in the same class runs in O(n3)[1]. In a typical step of the 
inner loop of our shortest path implementation, we have a candidate t for the 
distance between a pair of nodes x, y, and a set S of classes of edges each of which 
appears on some previously constructed path x- - - -y  of length t. (Note that we have 
not saved the paths themselves.) I f we discover in this execution of the inner loop 
that we can merge two paths x- - - - z  and z - - - -y  to form another path of length t, 
then we update S by taking its union with all classes that appear on x- - - - z  or 
z - - - -y .  I f  we find a path x- - - -y  of length t '<  t, then we replace t by t' and S by the 
union of the sets of classes appearing on the two paths we merged to form x- - - -y .  
This need to perform unions accounts for a worst-case multiplicative factor of 
cl(G) in the running time of the overall algorithm. Note that the deletion step can be 
implemented to run in time O(n2(Cl(G)) 2) per execution of ComputeNextRelation(). 
We run Floyd's algorithm for the auxiliary graph corresponding to each equivalence 
class. Thus the worst-case running time of an iteration of the main loop in Com- 
puteNextRelation( ) is O(n3(cl(G))2). 
We now give the main routine of our cartesian-factoring algorithm. We use R to 
denote the current partition of E(G) into candidate factors. 
Factor(G) 
Begin 
NextR : = FirstPass(G ); 
Repeat 
Begin 
R := NextR; 
NextR := ComputeNextRelation(NextR ); 
End Until R = NextR; 
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For each equivalence class K in NextR do 
ProduceFactor(K, G ); 
End 
All but the last call to ComputeNextRelation( ) and all but the last iteration of the 
main loop in any single call to ComputeNextRelation( ) reduce the number of equi- 
valence classes. Therefore there are at most 2c~(G)+ 1 iterations of that loop over 
all calls to ComputeNextRelation(), and Factor( ) runs in time O(n4"5). 
This completes our proof of the following result: 
Theorem 2. The prime cartesian factors of anyfinite, connected graph G can be ob- 
tained in time polynomial in I V(G)I. 
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